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Abstract

Visually impaired people may legally drive if wearing bioptic telescopes in some developed countries. To address the controversial safety issue of the practice, we have developed a low cost in-car recording system that can be installed in study participants’ own vehicles to record their daily driving activities. We also developed a set of automated identification techniques of informative behaviors to facilitate efficient manual review of important segments submerged in the vast amount of uncontrolled data. Here we present the methods and quantitative results of the detection performance for six types of driving maneuvers and behaviors that are important for bioptic driving: bioptic telescope use, turns, curves, intersections, weaving, and rapid stops. The testing data were collected from one normally sighted and two visually impaired subjects across multiple days. The detection rates ranged from 82% up to 100%, and the false discovery rates ranged from 0% to 13%. In addition, two human observers were able to interpret about 80% of targets viewed through the telescope. These results indicate that with appropriate data processing the low-cost system is able to provide reliable data for natural bioptic driving studies.
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I. Introduction

In growing jurisdictions, now including at least 40 US states, the Netherlands [1, 2] and Quebec, Canada, people with moderate vision loss (usually corrected visual acuity between 20/40 and 20/200) may be licensed to drive with bioptic telescopes. In 21 US states, it is even possible for older drivers with age related vision loss to renew their driving license simply by passing the vision test with the telescopes, whereas the other 19 states require a road test with the telescopes [3]. The premise of bioptic driving is that the magnification provided by the telescope can compensate for reduced visual acuity. Most of the time, the users view and scan the environment through the carrier spectacle lenses, with an unrestricted field of vision (Figure 1). They look intermittently and briefly through the telescope by a downward tilt of the head to read road or street signs, determine the status of traffic lights, or scan ahead for road hazards. Although bioptic drivers’ self reports suggest that the telescope helps with driving [4], there is little scientific evidence to either support or oppose the practice. The safety of bioptic driving remains controversial. In years past there has been some opposition to the use of these devices while driving [5–7].

To address the controversial issue with data, we are conducting natural bioptic driving studies using a low cost in-vehicle recording system that we have developed. The system can be easily installed in and removed from drivers’ own cars, to capture the bioptic use events as well as other potentially informative behaviors over a long period of time. Use of the telescope can be infrequent in bioptic driving. Our pilot natural recording study [8]
found some cases where telescope use was less than once per day. This highlights the need for long term recording of natural driving in order to better understand how telescopes are and should be used. This paper addresses how to handle the vast amount of data collected.

A driver’s car equipped with our recording system actually becomes an instrumented vehicle. Instrumented vehicles have been developed and used in many driving studies for years. Large volumes of data can be collected using these apparatus so that the dynamic driving situations can be reconstructed and evaluated. Some recent recording systems are so elaborate that they fill a minivan and drain up to 2kw power [9]. Although the technology can generate very detailed data in field tests, many of these instrumented vehicles are used on pre-determined driving courses with experimenters on-board [10–14]. Use of consistent driving courses (especially closed courses) allows researchers to control experimental variability and compare across subject groups. However, a disadvantage of this experimental design is that this type of field experiment may not sufficiently reflect what actually happen in real life because: (a) the drivers may perform differently in field testing with experimenters on-board with them, (b) rarely occurring events important for safety assessment may not be provided at a sufficient frequency, and (c) truly hazardous conditions that occur naturally cannot be introduced ethically.

To address these limitations, a growing trend in recent driving studies is to apply instrumented vehicle technology in natural driving conditions [15]. The drivers perform their daily activities as usual and the recording systems installed in their vehicles record video, GPS, acceleration, and other parameters whenever and wherever the drivers go. For instance, to understand factors contributing to crashes, the 100-car project conducted by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute recorded 43,000 hours and 2 million miles of driving by 241 drivers over one year [16]. They were able to capture 82 crashes (mostly minor physical contact, with 15 reported to the police). Such data are unobtainable in traditional field driving tests. While the advantages of recording natural driving are many, a problem that needs to be addressed is how to analyze the vast amount of recorded data where there isn’t a crash involved. An effective way proposed here is to identify potentially informative segments by automated screening methods.

Assessment of behaviors and performance in a variety of non-crash situations has been widely used in field experiments, driving simulation studies, and road tests for licensure. It is also sensible for natural driving studies to examine some informative non-crash driving segments. In the 100-car project, event triggers were set for segments with high lateral or longitudinal acceleration [17]. West et al. studied red light running incidents in more than 1,000 older drivers based on 5-day recording of habitual driving [18]. They found an association between reduced attentional visual field and failure to stop at red lights. In their study, red light running was interpreted by observers manually reviewing the recorded videos. They were able to locate the segments of driving through traffic lights by using a geographic database of traffic lights in the Maryland area. Thus, the reviewing work was efficient and practical.

To conduct natural bioptic driving studies, we will need a compact and robust recording system that can be easily installed in any driver’s car, and also can provide sufficient data that allow us to identify a variety of informative segments. In this paper, we present the computational methods for detecting six types of segments associated with particular maneuvers and behaviors, and evaluate the detection performance to demonstrate the reliability of our automated screening techniques based on the low cost system. Such an evaluation is necessary before putting the system into use, because we need to know if too much information might be missed.
In addition, we also evaluated the accuracy of human observers’ interpretation of targets viewed through the telescope. Although eye tracking technology has long been used in driving studies, it is mostly used for analysis of eye movement characteristics. We have not seen any report that evaluates gaze interpretation. The accuracy of our telescope tracking technique is slightly better than 1° [19], but many objects drivers look at are smaller than 1°. For example, at 50m, a 24-inch stop sign is a little less than 0.7°, and at 200m, the width of sedan car is about 0.5°. We hypothesize that observers can use common sense and driving context from the videos to interpret the targets gazed correctly, even with the common level of errors in tracking.

II. Methods

A. Recording System

The recording system was built based on a commercial mobile digital video recorder (MDVR), WT-65N (Witchol, China). Similar products are widely available on the market, and they typically cost a few hundred US dollars. It can record 4 video channels (each 352×240 pixels, 30Hz), GPS coordinates (0.5Hz), XYZ acceleration (30Hz), vehicle speed, and multiple ON/OFF signals (1Hz), including turn signals and braking. We chose low cost micro cameras (resolution: 450 lines) that are intended for surveillance use.

To collect data that meet the requirement of our driving study, we used two side-by-side scene cameras to provide an 88°×33° forward view, which is almost as wide as the view the driver has through the windshield (about 90°×30°) [20]. In spite of a very wide view, the resolution of traffic and road images is not compromised. This is crucial for interpretation of targets viewed through the telescope as described below. If a single wide angle camera were used to provide the same horizontal field of view, a large portion of the image would be empty sky and the resolution would be low. An infrared camera equipped with an infrared LED illuminator and a band pass filter is used for robust head movement tracking in the real world driving conditions. The tracking technique allows detection of bioptic use and estimation of gaze through the telescope with slightly better than 1° accuracy across a wide field of view [19]. Importantly, the tracking technique requires only one-time calibration when the system is installed in a car. Calibration is not needed for each drive. Thus, it is well-suited to natural driving over extended periods. Figure 2 shows a dedicated reviewing interface we have developed that presents all the recorded and processed data graphically to experimenters.

B. Data Collection

Using the recording system, one normally sighted subject (male, 41 years old) recorded his daily driving activities (GPS data only) in the metropolitan Boston area for 10 days within 3 weeks. Comprehensive data including 1.4 hours of video, acceleration data, and vehicle black box data were also recorded from him in test drives near downtown Boston on 2 consecutive days, in which he purposely made weaving maneuvers and rapid stops, and used a bioptic telescope a number of times, when the traffic situation was safe to do so. Telescope tracking calibration was performed only once on the first day. A passenger recorded the times of weaving, rapid stop and bioptic use events, as well as the targets viewed through the telescope (as called out by the driver). The notes were used as the ground truth to evaluate the accuracy of automated detection, and interpretation of viewed targets. The subject drove a total distance of 503km and the total driving time was 12.1 hours. These data were not used for parameter tuning of the detection algorithms described below.

We also collected about 1.4 hours of driving data from two visually impaired drivers (one 18-year old female, one 51-year old male) when they participated in another driving performance assessment experiment. The road tests were conducted on different days on the
same 11.2-km route in the busy Longwood medical area of Boston. The subjects drove a
dual-brake controlled car following instructions given by a driving instructor, while an
occupational therapist in the back seat scored their performance and made notes regarding
all relevant events. The subjects used their own habitual bioptic telescopes. Targets viewed
with their telescopes were not called out and recorded, because it could distract the visually
impaired subjects and compromise safety.

The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All
participants signed a consent form approved by the Schepens Eye Research Institute
institutional review board.

C. Detection of Curves

Torbic [21] reported that for the general driving population crash rate on curve roads is
approximately three times that on straight sections, and Vogt [22] reported that crashes are
correlated with degree of curved road. Driving through curves was also reported to be
difficult by some bioptic drivers, especially when driving at high speed [23]. Therefore, it is
of interest to detect curved segments.

Curves are detected by computing change in direction along the driving route. This requires
that the direction be calculated based on spatially fixed sampling (equal distance between
samples), but the recorder saves GPS data at a fixed temporal frequency (0.5Hz). To correct
for the variable distance intervals provided by the GPS, the whole route was first resampled
at a fixed resolution of 1m by means of linear interpolation, and then smoothed using a 10-
point moving window to approximate the curves (Figure 3). This processing has a similar
effect as non-linear regression, but it is much easier to do. Theoretically, reconstructed
curves by this processing will have slightly shorter radii than the real ones, but the
difference is negligible. Given the 0.5Hz sampling frequency of our GPS data, the maximum
error, measured as the distance between the top of an arc and the chord (indicated as p in
Figure 3), will be merely 1m if one drives at speed of 102, 72 and 51km/h at curves of radius
400, 200 and 100m, respectively. In addition, the smoothing can further reduce the error.
Curve segments are identified from the resampled data by detecting change in direction.
Curve radius can be computed according to the arc length and central angle.

D. Detection of Turns

Making turns generally requires careful visual examination of the traffic situations and
upcoming roads. Behaviors at turns are often studied in normally sighted drivers [24]. The
visual demands of turning may be even more challenging for drivers with impaired vision.

In this paper, turns are not treated as curves with small radii, because the low GPS sampling
rate may not provide sufficient samples for such analysis. To detect turns, GPS recordings
are first down-sampled by discarding some intermediate sampling points such that the
resulting two consecutive sampling points are at least 15m apart. This down-sampling
results in short segments along the driving path, as shown in Figure 4. Turns are detected by
computing the direction change between a segment and the next non-adjacent segment. If
there is a turning point within the skipped segment, the examined angle change equals the
actual turning angle. The turn detection is carried out by treating each segment as the
skipped segment sequentially. The threshold for turn detection was 45°.

E. Detection of Left Turns at Major Intersections

As most crashes occur at intersections, observing behavior when driving through
intersections is important for evaluation of driving skills [25, 26]. Turning left at
intersections is more challenging than turning right in countries that drive on the right, since
it may be across traffic. We are particularly interested in behavior of visually impaired drivers when they make left turns at major road intersections, where traffic is usually heavy.

We have created a database of geographic coordinates of 654,491 intersections and interchanges in the New England area (Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Vermont), including road class information (highway, major road, local street etc). Using the turn detection technique above and this database, we can identify left turns at major intersections (Figure 5). The major roads included in this experiment are those shown in yellow on Google Earth or Google Maps. Similar techniques can be used to identify other maneuvers, such as right turns at major intersections or straight through, but they were not tested for this paper.

F. Detection of Weaving Maneuvers

Maintaining lane position is an important driving skill which may be affected by impaired vision especially during bioptic use. On the other hand, steering changes may also occur in response to certain traffic situations (swerving to avoid pedestrians, animals, or objects on the road, for example), which require awareness of the surrounding situation, correct judgment, and appropriate skill operating the vehicle. Because visually impaired drivers may spot those situations late (short eye lead time), they might make more weaving maneuvers than normally sighted drivers. In addition, looking through telescopes for too long may affect steering stability, which is referred as “bioptic weave”. We are thus interested in their driving performance before and during weaving events.

Abnormal weaving maneuvers usually feature one cycle of sinusoid pattern in the lateral acceleration signal. As Figure 6 shows, a weaving maneuver is marked if there is such a signal within a sliding observational window that meets the following criteria: (a) there is a peak above a positive threshold and a valley below a negative threshold; (b) the peak and the valley fall into different half sides of the window; and (c) the peak-valley width is smaller than the window width. In this report, the threshold used is 0.1g, and the window width is 2sec. Before the weaving detection, the lateral acceleration signal was filtered using a 10-point moving window.

G. Detection of Rapid Stops

Rapid stops may indicate crashes, near-crashes or responses to urgent situations. Distractions can often cause late detection of hazards, and then lead to rapid stops. Traffic situations and drivers’ behaviors before rapid stops provide important information about their performance [27].

Rapid stops can be detected easily by looking for longitudinal deceleration above a certain threshold. A threshold of 0.45g has been used to detect rapid stops for teenage drivers [27]. Different thresholds should be used for different cohorts. The purpose of rapid stop detection is to identify the rapid stops obviously different from the driver’s normal behavior, but there is no gold standard for what difference is “obvious” for each individual. We can choose those above a certain percentile, depending on how many rapid stop segments we want to review. In this paper, we chose those above 99.87%, which is equivalent to a common practice that uses 3 times the standard deviation to identify outliers for normally-distributed data, although braking deceleration might not be normally-distributed. According to our normally sighted subject’s ordinary 178-km non-test driving on other days, his 99.87 percentile was 0.349g. Therefore, we selected 0.35g as the rapid stop threshold for him. Comparing with his braking deceleration data in the test drive, in which he purposely applied hard braking a number of times, this threshold is consistent with a trough point of a
bimodal distribution (see Figure 7). For the two bioptic drivers, we used their individual 99.87 percentile as the threshold.

H. Detection of Bioptic Use

How and when the telescope is used is of the utmost interest for bioptic driving studies. To look through the telescope, the wearer makes a quick downward head tilt that aligns the eye with the telescope (Figure 8). In our system, the downward head movement causes a change in the angles of the reflective marker triangle image. We have developed a technique to estimate the telescope aiming point (registered on the scene image) based on the angles [19]. However, other head movements, for instance lateral head movements, can also cause the angles to change. Therefore, both the angles and the vertical coordinates of the markers are used to detect bioptic use. Actual bioptic use should feature characteristic changes in at least one of the angles as well as a downward change in the marker position (see Figure 8 and Figure 9 left column). If either criterion is not met, the action is not flagged as a use of the telescope (Figure 9 right column).

I. Ground Truth

Ground truth for curves in the driving routes was manually marked using a MATLAB program we designed. Observers first visually identified a curve within a route plotted by the program. Then the start and end points of the curve were selected by checking the tangent points between the curve and two straight lines plotted before and after the curve. The program fitted a circle to the selected segment and computed the circle’s radius, arc length and direction change. Criteria for included curves were: radius between 50 m and 400 m, and curve length longer than 200m or change in direction from the start to the end of the curve larger than 40° if the length is shorter than 200 m. Using these criteria, 86 curves were manually marked on Google Earth, to be compared visually with automated detection results.

The recorded driving routes were visually examined using Google Earth, and 128 left turns and 111 right turns were manually marked. The only criterion for turns was a turning angle of at least 40°. The automated detection of turns was compared with the locations marked on Google Earth.

Similarly, 78 left turns at major intersections (turning onto or off major local roads) were manually marked on Google Earth. The automated detection of these intersections was then compared with the manual markings on Google Earth.

There were 17 rapid stops, 17 weaving maneuvers and 37 bioptic use events purposely made by the normally sighted subject, and they were compared with automated detection results based on occurrence time. There was no weaving behavior made by the visually impaired subjects in the road tests, and there were two rapid stop events noted by the occupation therapist. By watching the videos, we identified 127 bioptic use events in total by the two visually impaired subjects.

III. Results

A. Detection of Maneuvers and Behaviors

The detection rates of the six types of informative maneuvers and behaviors are shown in Table 1. Missed detection and false discovery rates (ratio of false alarm and total detection) of turns were all due to GPS recording error and slight turns (much less than 90°) that were similar to curves. Our algorithm is able to filter out obvious GPS errors – a sudden jump of a few hundred meters, for example – but not for small errors due to signal obstruction by
buildings and overpasses. Most inconsistencies for curve detection occurred at curves with varying radii, typically with a larger radius near the start and end of a curve and smaller radius in the middle. The observers’ selection of the start and end points of a curve could be different from the detection algorithm, and this caused some curves near the criteria limits to be included in one but not the other. Some of the missed detection of left turns at major intersections were because those intersections were missing in our database. Updating the database should address the problem. The other missed turns at intersections and false discoveries were due to incorrect detection of turns: turns similar to curves or curves similar to turns.

The rapid stop events include a “real” one by each visually impaired subject. Both were noted by the occupation therapist, and correctly detected by using the 99.87% threshold. One subject did not see a 4-way stop sign, and made a rapid stop after the driving instructor’s verbal intervention. The other subject “almost went through yellow light, but changed his mind”, and made a rapid stop. The visually impaired drivers did not have weaving events, based on the occupational therapist’s judgment. Automated detection did not detect any weaving events.

Missed detections of bioptic use were mainly due to tracking failures, which occurred due to out-of-sight markers when the drivers’ heads turned to the far right side (out of windshield), or interference from the background, such as direct sunlight on the driver’s face near the glasses and reflections on the glasses. For all the recorded videos, the markers were tracked for 93% of the time. The false discovery rate for bioptic use events is higher than the other events. The majority of the false alarms were indeed head tilts, but the subjects just did not look through the telescopes.

B. Interpretation of Bioptic Use

Objects viewed through the telescope by the normally sighted bioptic driver were visually interpreted by two observers, based on the telescope aiming points registered on the scene video images (see Figure 2). All manually-noted bioptic use events were examined. Because the resolution of the scene image was limited (704×240 pixels), for distant objects the observers sometimes needed to continue watching the video until the car drove closer to the targets. In some cases there were more than one potential targets in the indicated viewing direction. In such cases, the observers used their judgment to select the likely target.

Among the 37 noted bioptic use events, one was discarded because there was no telescope tracking data available (but it was included in the statistics evaluation of automated detection). The two observers watched 36 video segments (15 seconds long) of noted bioptic use events, and they correctly interpreted 83.3% and 77.8% of viewed targets, respectively. There were 3 events (8.3%) that both observers interpreted incorrectly because the tracking was erroneous. The other incorrect interpretations (8.3% and 13.9%, respectively) were due to ambiguous targets.

The median target angular size (measured as the mean of vertical and horizontal sizes) at telescope viewing distance was 1°. About 80% of the targets were smaller than 2°. Targets incorrectly interpreted were not necessarily small (Figure 10), with a median size of 2.4° and 1.4° for the two observers, respectively. A 5° target was incorrectly interpreted by both observers, and an 8° target was incorrectly interpreted by one observer.

IV. Conclusions

We have developed an in-vehicle recording system, based on a commercial mobile DVR, to study daily bioptic driving activities by visually impaired drivers. Easy integration and low
cost of hardware development allowed us to spend most of our resources on data analysis. This work has practical value for researchers who need a simple form of instrumented vehicle technology. Using a set of automated analysis techniques, we are able to identify a range of driving behaviors that are relevant to bioptic driving. Most of the methods and findings can be applied to driving studies of other populations. The contribution of this paper is to show quantitatively that automated screening of natural driving data can be reliable based on the low-cost system and relatively simple data processing. Such systems would be more suitable for natural driving studies that involve many participants than sophisticated and expensive in-vehicle recording systems.

We argue that evaluation of a small number of selected segments associated with specific behaviors in natural driving conditions can be a practical and efficient approach for driving performance evaluation. We are conducting experiments to provide additional evidence to the claim.

Assuming all the detected curves (73), left turns at major intersections (73), rapid stops (18), weaving maneuvers (17), and bioptic use events (147) were all to be evaluated, and each evaluation segment is 15 seconds long, the total recorded 13.5 hours of driving would be reduced to 82 minutes (10%), making effective and comprehensive reviewing possible. Of course, the evaluation would take more than 82 minutes, as the observers may chose to view a single event more than once, but it will still result in very significant time savings.

Some informative maneuvers (e.g. weaving) may be different in amplitude as well as occurring frequency from driver to driver. Generally, it would be ideal that the parameters in the detection algorithms can be adaptively changed and tuned based on a large sample. However, at current stage, our first priority is to detect the rarely occurring events in natural driving as many as possible by using liberal thresholds, which is the same strategy used in the 100-car study on crashes [17]. This may cause increased number of false alarms, but it is not our first concern as long as the manual reviewing effort to reject them is much more affordable than reviewing all data. Given the practical restriction that there is no gold standard for unusual behaviors, using liberal thresholds at current stage becomes more sensible than using conventional methods, such as ROC, to find a balance between detection and false alarm rates.

In addition, our experiment interpreting bioptic usage demonstrates for the first time with data that interpretation of gaze (through telescope) for driving studies is reasonably accurate, as about 80% of the gaze targets were correct. Even if targets are smaller than the tracking accuracy, they can be generally interpreted correctly. The main challenge is not target size, but ambiguous potential targets near the gaze point. This finding can be applied to other gaze tracking data in different driving studies.
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Figure 1.
Visually impaired people may legally drive if wearing bioptic telescope to compensate for their vision loss in some jurisdictions. (a) The bioptic driver views below the telescope most of the time, and (b) looks intermittently through the telescope with brief downward tilts of the head.
Figure 2.
A snapshot of the playback interface we have developed for reviewing recorded and processed data. This interface can play recorded videos and vehicle “black box” data, and also present the tracked gaze point through the telescope on the scene images (red circle). Once viewed targets are visually interpreted, it is possible to measure the viewing distance (for permanent objects) on the integrated Google Map panel. The distance can also be used for parallax correction in order to achieve more accurate registration of the gaze point on scene images.
Figure 3.
Curve detection. Given spatially variable GPS samplings (due to change in speed), the driving route is resampled at a fixed spatial step by linear interpolation (top), and the resampled data are smoothed to approximate the shape of the driving path. The approximation error will be smaller than p, the distance between arc top and chord. Curve radius (R) can be estimated based on arc length (c) and turning angle (α).
Figure 4.
Turn detection by examining the change in direction between segments A and C with a skipped segment B in between. If a turning point is within the skipped segment B, the change in direction will equal the actual turning angle.
Figure 5.
Detection of left turns on major roads (shown in yellow) by filtering left turn detection results with road class data at intersections. Note that the two left turns at minor intersections are not flagged, nor are the right turns.
Figure 6.
Detection of a weaving maneuver. A peak and a valley in the lateral acceleration signal must be present within the observation window.
Figure 7.
Histogram of peak deceleration because of braking. Results are from the test drive of the normally sighted subject, who purposely applied hard braking a number of times. The trough point of the bimodal distribution is consistent with the 99.87 percentile level of his braking in other non-test natural driving sessions.
Figure 8.
When making a downward head tilt to look through the telescope, the angles of the reflective marker triangle change. The angles are used to estimate the telescope aiming point.
Figure 9.
Detection of bioptic telescope use based on change in marker positions and change in one of the two angles of the marker triangle. The left column is a bioptic use, and the right column is not, because no signature signal is found in the marker position.
Figure 10.
Histogram of angular size of targets viewed through the telescope by the normally sighted subject. Most targets were smaller than 2°. Striped portion represents targets incorrectly interpreted by at least one of the observers. These targets were not necessarily small.
Table 1

Detection rates of informative Maneuvers and behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maneuvers/Behaviors (n)</th>
<th>Detection rates % (n)</th>
<th>False discovery rates* % (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turns (239)</td>
<td>99.2 (237)</td>
<td>4.8 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curves (86)</td>
<td>84.9 (73)</td>
<td>3.9 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left turns at major intersections (78)</td>
<td>93.6 (73)</td>
<td>3.9 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid stops (19)</td>
<td>94.7 (18)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving maneuvers (17)</td>
<td>100 (17)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioptic use (164)</td>
<td>81.7 (147)</td>
<td>12.9 (19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*False discovery rate: ratio of false alarm and total detection